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eLife Early Career Advisory Group 
Member
● Non-profit open access publisher supported by four 
large funders
● Led by scientists
● Publishes high quality science
● Innovation in open-source tool development
● Community Guided
● Self-evaluation and publishing experiments

Early Career Advisory Group
● Represent early career voices 
within eLife e.g. editorial policies
● Direct feedback to the editorial 
board at annual meeting
● Develop new initiatives to shape 
current academic practices and 
publishing
● Leading eLife Community 
Ambassador program
eLife Community Ambassador program 2018
Concept:
● Capture and channel the positive energy of ECRs
● Ambassadors…
○ Champion responsible behaviours in science
○ Create and deliver solutions to existing 
problems for ECRs
○ Accelerate positive change in scholarly culture
Practical:
● Open call for everyone to participate
● Provide a forum for like-minded people to connect
● Let’s do this and see what happens
eLife Community Ambassador program 2018
Numbers at the beginning:
● 204 Ambassadors
● 227 people on slack
● 40 public channels
● 123 people connected with the program in the first 
three month (e.g. slack or calls)
● Free flow of ideas
eLife Community Ambassador program 2018
eLife Community Ambassador program 2018
Loads of messaging within five 
months
Several subgroups on many topics:
● Reproducibility
● ECR funding
● Diversity
● Preprints
● New PI survey
● Local subgroups
● Meta research
● ….
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UCSF Santiago de Chile 
Online 
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Reproducibility for Everyone
Goals:
● Increase rigor, transparency, and reproducibility 
in life sciences
● Provide conceptual frameworks around rigor 
and reproducibility
● Train researchers in standards and new tools
● Collaboration led by scientists and supported 
by industry
Reproducibility for Everyone
Adam Finkel in Nature 19-02-2019
Reproducibility for Everyone
Workshop participant ASPB 2018
“Everyone says we are in a reproducibility crisis 
but not how you can tackle it personally […] I 
liked the workshop because it provided specific 
ways to deal with the problem.”
Reproducibility for Everyone
Achievements 2018:
● International group of ~20 scientist from 
academia and industry
● Development of workshop and poster material 
for conferences and local events
● Six workshops in 2018
● Successful funding from Mozilla
Reproducibility for Everyone
Goals for 2019:
● More workshops at conferences e.g. KAUST, MPMI, 
ASM, and SFN
● More material e.g. posters, webinars, (plant science) 
teaching tool
● Extension of group
● More fundraising
eLife Community Ambassador program 2018
Conclusions:
● 205 members (one dismissed)
● ~30K slack messages
● >40 calls
● … too much happened to tell it all
● Much learning, connecting and belonging going on 
== community building
● Others are joining the “ambassador craze”
eLife Community Ambassador program 2019
Next round:
● Starts April 2019
● Clear pathways of participation
● Clear expectation rubric for ambassadors
● Code of conduct
● Clear pathway of initiative building
● Training in 
○ Sci-com
○ Leading inititatives
○ Reproducibility
○ Data visualization
Imagine a large pond that is completely empty 
except for 1 lily pad. The lily pad will grow 
exponentially and cover the entire pond in 3 years. In 
other words, after 1 month there will 2 lily pads, after 
2 months there will be 4, etc. The pond is fully 
covered in 36 months. When is it half covered?
